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On the cover
We’re indebted to the society’s president, Hazel Campbell, for our cover 
illustration, a gouache entitled Stormy Carrick. Hazel says it was “painted 
in May one afternoon when I left home to blue 
skies, and arrived at the beach near Gatehouse to 
threatening skies! Decided the discipline would 
be good for me, so did three preparatory sketches 
trying to capture the weather. Just after I finished 
the sun came back out. Weather has been like that 
ever since!”
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This edition of the magazine my look a little different 
from its predecessors, but I hope the content is just as 
informative and interesting. 

Members will be especially interested in our winter 
programme of demonstrations and workshops (you read 
it here first! The details will also be on the website before 
long, of course, but we like to give non web users an 
equal chance to book the workshops of their choice). 

We also have reports on this year’s exhibitions and the 
summer programme of workshops - that should be 
“summer” in inverted commas, because there hasn’t 
been much evidence of one. The weather has certainly 
been discouraging to those who like to sketch out of 
doors. I’m reminded of a despairing postcard from 
an artist on holiday on Mull: “At last, a change in the 
weather! Today the rain is slanting to the left instead of 
to the right...”

For some, the answer may be to seek more certain 
sunshine abroad, perhaps on a painting holiday. In my 
own experience painting holidays have been enjoyable 
and rewarding, with one exception. But that’s another 
story...

There is perhaps a silver lining to poor weather, though, 
in that cloudy skies are much more interesting to paint 
than clear blue ones. Discuss...

From the editor

Ian Irving 
                ian@dumfriesandgallowayfineartsociety.org.uk
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 I was checking to see what I wrote in last year’s
Autumn magazine and noticed I started with the 
wonderful summer weather we had!  So I think I’ll 
avoid that discussion this Autumn.   

Our secretary, Bert Aitchison, resigned this year and 
was unable to attend the AGM in April, which meant 
that I didn’t have an opportunity to thank him on 
behalf of the society for eight years in the role. Bert 
brought in many innovations during his tenure. It was 
he who built up the IT equipment  - and it was the rest 
of us who ran it so ineptly when he wasn’t there.  

When I became chairman, he was kind enough to stay on in support for two 
years and he took over the production and editing of the magazine.  
 
A relatively new member, Alex Little, kindly agreed to take on the role of 
secretary and magazine editor following Bert’s departure. Unfortunately 
(for us) Alex is taking up a new role in Edinburgh, so has had to resign from 
the council.  However, our website guru Ian Irving has kindly stepped in as 
magazine editor. I look forward to seeing the results. I know Ian will bring 
some interesting changes to the mag. Cometh the hour... etc. etc.

We advised at the AGM and in the Spring magazine - and on the website - that 
we would hold a competition to design a new society logo. I can only assume 
everybody feels we should hould keep our current logo as I have received 
entries from only three people - and they are all on the council. So, we might 
just keep that for a different day.

Another exciting winter programme has been arranged by Martine Berlemont 
and I hope to see you there. Don’t forget, you don’t need to book for the 
demonstrations – only for the workshop days.

The chairman writes:

Fiona Robertson
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Despite the lack of sunshine this year, I hope everybody has had the 
opportunity to get out with paintbrush in hand at some stage. Two of our 
summer workshop days were held outside and both successfully managed to 
dodge the rain.            
  
Finally, the Summer Exhibition got off to a flying start with over six sales 
on the preview evening - and  22 altogether  by the end  of the show. 
Arthur Jardine from Jardine Funeral Directors was kind enough to sponsor 
the catalogue for the exhibition. I think all the viewers agreed this was an 
improvement on the printed lists which Gracefield had produced for the last 
few years, but which couldn’t be removed from the gallery.  
                                                                                                                Fiona  

Diary dates
September 9-26 Members’ exhibition at Livingston’s, Castle Douglas 
(Collection of unsold works: Sat. September 26)

October 9 Sarah Keast collagraph demonstration, Gracefield 
(workshop October 23)

November 13 Demonstration by painter William Neal, Gracefield 
(workshop November 27)

November 23 Hand-in for Christmas exhibition at Dumfries & Galloway 
Royal Infirmary, 10am-12noon

January 11 Collection of unsold works from DGRI exhibition 10am-
12noon

January 15 Portraiture demonstration by Ewan McClure, Gracefield 
(workshop January 29)

February 12 “Leafworks” demonstration by Jennie Ashmore, Gracefield
(workshop February 26)

March 11 Members’ art appreciation by Patti Lean, Gracefield

April TBA Annual general meeting
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Exhibition co-ordinator Kathleen Woods reports
More than 120 members and visitors attended the opening night of our 88th 
annual summer exhibition, at Gracefield Arts Centre, Dumfries, on July 
24th. Eighty seven members had entered 262 works of art, of which 245.were 
exhibited.

The exhibition was officially opened by Amanda Herries, who praised the 
quality of the work on show. An archaeologist by training, Amanda worked 
in the Museum of London for ten years, specialising in social history and the 
decorative 
arts of the 
18th and 19th 
centuries.  With 
her family, she 
lived in Tokyo 
for seven years 
and wrote 
extensively 
on Japanese 
culture - and 
gardens. Amanda is also an expert and speaker on dolls’  houses 
and furnishings and is passionate about encouraging appreciation of arts 
and museums. This year’s selection panel comprised Sarah Keast, Melville 
Brotherston, Claire Sutherland, Susan Metcalfe, and myself, standing in for a 
panel member who was taken ill at the last minute.  

It is no easy task to select such an eclectic range of works and turn it into a 
really good show but I feel this year we did just that. These exhibitions are held 

Annual Show No.88

Selection in progress. Left to right: Sarah Keast, Melville Brotherston, Claire 
Sutherland, Kathleen Woods, Susan Metcalfe, Martine Berlemont and Fiona Robertson
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to encourage all artists to enter and 
hopefully succeed in showing their 
work and if you did not succeed 
this year, please don’t give up.  

There will be other opportunities and our “On the Road” exhibitions are held to 
ensure your work will be shown without selection. Once again thanks go to my 
colleagues on council for their help and support and to the members who came 
in to help with hand-in, selection and arranging the hanging, also on the opening 
night. Their assistance is so important and much appreciated.

As always Gracefield staff - with a special thank you to Mark - excelled in the 
hanging and presentation of the exhibition and we thank them for their support. 

Look forward to seeing you all again next year, but meanwhile we have an 
“On the Road” exhibition at The Workshop Gallery in Castle Douglas (A D 
Livingston & Sons showroom) from September 9th to 26th, which will be under 
way when this magazine appears. 

Left: Kathleen Woods, Amanda Herries and 
Fiona Robertson at the opening night. Above: 
part of the main exhibition hall.

Congratulations to four members who achieved full 
membership this year: Margaret Baxter, Rosemary Black, 
Kathleen McCormac and Iain Rae MacGillivray. 
(To become a full member you must have had at least two works 
accepted in each of three annual shows)
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Nearly 1,500 people viewed the annual exhibition. A unique “hat-trick” was 
achieved by Eveleyn Gray, whose work was voted the most popular for the 
third year in a row. Her mixed media painting Frida’s Car Boot Sale (right) 
incorporates elements from her two previous winners. Colin Macleod’s Pan 
in the Road (below) was voted equal second 
with Towards Kinlochewe by Kat Wright.

Only 37 art works were entered  in our “On the Road” exhibition (below) at 
Castle Douglas Art Gallery from April 29th to May 9th this year. Four works 

were sold, but it was a bit disappointing to have so few paintings on the walls, 
so next year we will allow members to enter two pieces instead of one and 
hope for a better show. Visitor numbers, at 287, were a little down on last year,  
but that may have been due to the adjacent library being closed for renovation 
during our exhibition. 
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 Christmas Exhibition
   At the Dumfries & Galloway Royal Infirmary

O

Once again the society is grateful to Chris Lyon for arranging for DAGFAS 
members to show their work in the Dumfries & Galloway Royal Infirmary 
from late November 2015 for approximately six weeks.

We must ensure the operation of receipt, hanging and uplift of works is as 
straightforward as possible for the DGRI staff and ourselves.  Therefore all 
members submitting works for this exhibition should note that they will be 
received only under the following conditions.

1.   Artwork offered for exhibition should be suitable for a hospital 
environment and should not include subjects which might disturb people 
who are sick or depressed.  A commission of 20% will be charged on all 
work sold during the exhibition.

2.   To facilitate attachment to the walls (by screwed mirror plates) only 
wooden frames (paintings, prints, drawings etc) or unframed works with 
a wooden stretcher will be accepted for hanging.  We regret that metal or 
plastic frames, clip frames etc or three dimensional craft items or sculptures 
that provide difficulty in hanging will not be accepted.  

All glass edges must be fully covered and protected.  Previous hardware 
(such as screwed eyes, rings, strings and wires) should be removed from 
the back of the work so that the DGRI staff may use their own screwed 
mirror plates.
 
3.   There will be no selection panel.  Members may submit up to two 
works that meet the above criteria and as many as possible will be hung.  
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However if there are too many works for the space available then we will 
endeavour to hang at least one work for each member, with the caveat that 
very large works may have to be omitted in favour of those requiring less 
space.  Reasonable care will be taken of all works, however the exhibition is 
held in a public space and neither the DGRI and/or DAGFAS are liable for 
any damage to or theft of any work.

4.   Receipt of works will be Monday 23rd  November 2015 between 
10am and 12 noon.  Delivery of work should be made to the DGRI Main 
Entrance Reception area where DAGFAS members will receive and check 
the works for correct labelling and completion of the submission form.  
Please attach a sticky label to the back of your work marked clearly with 
Title, Medium, Artist Name and price.  No labels will be supplied for this 
exhibition.

5.   Works that have not been sold should be collected on Monday 11th   
January 2016 between 10am and 12 noon.  Works that are not removed 
by exhibitors or their agents will become the property of the DGRI and may 
be disposed of in a way they deem appropriate.  Agents employed to remove 
works should be given written authority by the artist.

6.   DGRI staff will administer the sale and collection of sold works by the 
purchaser.  A summary of sales and receipts will be provided to DAGFAS so 
that we may inform members.

NOTE: For purchases please contact the Main Reception Desk.  For all other 
matters concerning the exhibition please contact the Exhibition Co-ordinator 
Kathleen Woods on 01848 331403. 
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ENTRY Form    (please cut out or use a photocopy)

DAGFAS Christmas Exhibition at the DGRI, 2015 

I note and agree the conditions under which my artwork(s) may be exhibited and will give 
this  to the DAGFAS representatives who are on duty to received works on
Monday 23 November 2015 between 10am and 12noon.

PLEASE NOTE THAT THE DGRI WILL NOT ACCEPT WORKS 
OUTWITH THESE TIMES!   

Each work is to be individually labelled with Title, Medium, Artist Name and Price.
DAGFAS will not supply labels for this exhibition.
Please remove all hanging hooks and string

Signature …………………………………………..

Please print your name and Contact information below:

Name………………………………. Tel.No…………………………

Address……………………………………………………………….

…………………………………………………………………………

……………………………….Email address…………………………

First work      Second work

Title:      Title:

Medium:     Medium:

Price:      Price:        
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Organiser Martine Berlemont reports on the 2015

Summer programme
A good range of activities was available in our summer programme this year, 
which included some well known tutors and some new to us. To make things 
interesting for members, the events were held on location or in artists’ studios, 
as a change from the usual work-room setting.  

Pamela Grace’s session at Broughton House was much enjoyed by those 
attending.  Under her tutorage students produced preparatory sketches in and 
around the house and gardens.  Unusually the day could not have been more 
perfect for the event, as it was both warm and sunny!

Members attending Victor Henderson’s studio at Drumlanrig Castle received 
a very warm welcome and generous hospitality from Victor.  His introductory 
presentation was inspirational.  Those attending were encouraged to use very 
different and unexpected materials to create free-flowing large-scale work, with 
some very interesting pieces being produced during the day. 
 
John Threlfall’s event at Caerlaverock Wetland Centre also proved to be very 
successful.  Again, the group was lucky with the weather and with the sun 
shining, dramatic skies and a profusion of wildflower meadows, conditions 
could not have been more perfect.  Those attending learned a considerable 
amount about painting in such a setting under John’s guidance.   

The society is grateful to everyone who took part to make the summer 
programme a success once more.  As always, if anyone has any suggestions 
for future programmes please get in touch. 

 
On the following pages, a profile of John Threlfall and some 
more on the workshops from those involved.
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John was born in Bolton, when it was still in Lancashire. However, his father 
was a head teacher and his job took him across the Pennines to settle in 

Sheffield, where John grew up and where his family still live.  

From an early age he wanted to be a scientist and he studied geochemistry 
at Liverpool University.  He then worked for the British Geological Survey 
working on a geochemical survey, which was all field work during the summers 
and autumns.  His active passion at that time was skiing and he worked as an 
instructor in the French Alps during the winter months.  

At this stage drawing was only a hobby, but he gradually found that there was 
less survey work being carried out and this allowed him to spend more time 
drawing. By this time, John had visited Galloway on geological surveys as 
well as birdwatching trips.  He was attracted to the Solway by the wildfowl, the 
geese and the skies.  

He started out as a self-taught landscape artist.  However, with the gift of a 

John Threlfall
- a profile
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telescope and a growing interest in birds, they became the major focus of his 
art.  With the surveying and the skiing finished for one reason or another, he 
decided to become an artist full time and moved here around 23 years ago.  

An early influence in his art was the detail of Canadian artist Robert Bateman 
and Raymond Ching, as well as David Shepherd. - every feather exact, every 
hair drawn.  He would work in the studio from his own photographs, but as he 
became more interested and excited by the life moving through the landscape, 
he came to prefer artists such as John Busby, Lars Jonsson and the Galloway 
artist Donald Watson.  This meant leaving the camera at home, taking a 
telescope and a sketch pad and drawing from life (what he describes as the 
‘giss’ of a bird – general impression, size and shape).  

John started out as a pastellist, gradually moved to oil and now works mostly 
in mixed media, acrylic and gouache with pastel on top so that he can work 
outdoors and in the studio.  He feels strongly it’s very much more about the 
process than the product.  He is passionate about his art and recommends very 
close observation of the subtleties of the shape and colour and the connection 
made with the subject matter, which he describes as the difference between 
looking at a subject and seeing it.  Outside of course!

John is a full member of the Society of Wildlife Artists.  In an unusual honour, 
he was made a Full Member immediately, rather than starting as an associate 
with the society. He is a regular exhibitor at various venues in Dumfries and 
Galloway, as well as around the country with the British Bird Fair, Birdscapes 
Gallery in Norfolk and the Scottish Ornithologists Club at the Donald Watson 
Gallery in Aberlady amongst others.   

Having become influenced by John Busby he has been a tutor on his drawing 
course (John Busby Seabird Week) in East Lothian for four or five years.  John 
recognises what a huge privilege this has been.  Sadly John Busby died this 
year, but the courses will continue.  

He has also been invited to India with other artists on Artists for Nature 
Foundation and to Africa, India and Isla.  Following a (big birthday) holiday 
with Art Safari in Africa, he was invited to join them as a tutor.  Next year he 
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will be tutoring for them in Zambia.  John has many accolades, amongst them 
Birdwatch Magazine ‘Bird Artist of the Year’ 2007 and Award winner of the 
National Exhibition of Wildlife Art in 2001, 2004 and 2006.  As well as a very 
successful painting career John has three books in publication.   Several years 
ago he met Ian Langford who worked for Scottish Natural Heritage, whilst 
running a second hand 
bookshop and small 
gallery in Wigtown.  
He offered John his 
own show and years 
later when he went into 
publishing offered to 
publish a book for him.  
‘Between the Tides’ 
came into being and 
sometime later ‘Drawn 
to the Edge’.  The 
poetry in ‘Between the Tides’ is John’s own and he says he has always enjoyed 
writing, and feels it complements art, but he doesn’t have any more books 
planned.  The third book - ‘Art for the Love of Sark’ - was in conjunction with 
other artists and writers, who took part in the Artists for Nature Foundation 20th 
Jubilee project in Sark in 2011.

John has held workshops and given demonstrations with DAGFAS on many 
occasions and they are always well attended and much enjoyed.  This year a 
group of members joined John for an exciting day’s drawing and painting of 
the merse and skies at the WWT Caerlaverock on one of the few sunny summer 
days.  

He runs his own classes at his studio in the Gallery at Barons Craig, Rockcliffe, 
and is very grateful to David Mabbs for allowing him the use of the studio 
and gallery.  John runs a painting class on Wednesday evenings 7 to 8.30 and 
a drawing class on Thursday mornings 10.30 to 12.00.  More information can 
be found on John’s website www.johnthrelfall.co.uk and contact can be made 
through the website.   Information about the various external courses on which 
John teaches are on the eponymous websites.                          Fiona Robertson
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Victor shows members some of his watercolour techniques. 

Members’ works in progress, and (below) appraisal of the 
results at the end of the day.

Making marks, freestyle
with Victor 
Henderson

This proved to be the most 
popular of our summer 
workshops. Ten members joined 
Victor in his studio at Drumlanrig 
Castle for his Making Marks 
with Watercolour course. Victor 
demonstrated the variety of ways 
in which he applies watercolours 
and inks, including the use of 
wax resists, dropping one colour 
into another, making bold marks 
with a large brush, and generally 
letting exciting things happen on 
the paper surface (not to mention 
washing off surplus colour 
with a hose in the courtyard 
outside!)  Members rose to the 
challenge to produce a number 
of bold creations of their own, 
and for those of us who normally 
use watercolour in a more 
tightly-controlled way, it was a 
liberating experience.

Sadly, our planned workshop with 
potter Hannah McAndrew had to 
be cancelled as there was too little 
interest to make it viable. 
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Muriel Collins reports on
A day with 
Pamela Grace

Eight of our members had a 
wonderful day sketching outdoors 
with Pamela Grace at Broughton 
House in Kirkcudbright. The 
weather was brilliant for once and 
Pamela was very attentive and 
helpful. 

First she showed us her workbooks 
and some finished pictures, then 
she suggested we go outside and 
find a corner in the beautiful 
gardens to sketch in ink. 

We congregated at lunchtime  
to view our efforts. After 
lunch we added colour to 
the mix with diluted ink or 
watercolour. The day was most 
enjoyable and I am sure we all 
would love to repeat it some 
time. Meanwhile we all have 
our sketches to remind us of 
the day.

Two of the sketches resulting from 
the Broughton House workshop
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Probably most artists have a desire to show their work to other people, so it can 
be satisfying to have paintings in an exhibition - especially if someone likes 
your work well enough to buy it. But nowadays it is easy to show your work 
not just locally but to the world via the worldwide web.

If you haven’t already done so you can make a start by putting two of your 
works in our own website gallery. While most visitors to the website are in 

the UK, it gets many viewers in 
other countries, ranging from the 
US to Russia, Peru to Australia. 
(So far this year there have been 
1,500 visits to the site and 3,000 
page views.)  If there were support 
for the idea we could enable full 
members of the society to have 
individual portfolios of work on 
the website. Let me know if you 
this appeals.

There are many other ways of 
putting your artwork on line. You 
can, for example, put a selection 

on  a website such as Artists & Illustrators (http://www.artistsandillustrators.
co.uk/portfolio) where you can show three paintings free, or an unlimited 
number for a small monthly or annual sum. It is possible, but probably not very 
common, to achieve sales via such websites (Artists & Illustrators does not 
charge commission). Of course, many artists have their own websites; some 
website hosting companies offer easy website building software, or you could 
persuade a tech savvy friend or partner to set up a website for you. 

Going global
   Your art can be seen worldwide
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That’s just the start, though. Having got your website you then have to find 
ways of getting people to look at it! You can pay to advertise it via such as 
Google Adwords, but a cost-free, though time-consuming, method of getting 
visitors is to build up as many mutual links as possible with other websites. 

An alternative to a 
website of your own is 
an account on Facebook 
(www.facebook.com). 
This is free and enables you to upload as many photos of your work as you 
like; you can choose to make them make public, or reserve to friends and 
family. 

Whichever route you choose you need, obviously, an internet connection, 
a camera capable of taking reasonably good photos of your images and a 
computer and software such as Photoshop or free equivalents which you 
can use to crop or otherwise enhance your photos, and to reduce the size 
if necessary - very large files can take a long time to upload (and might be 
rejected by some email servers)

If you are sending photos for our website gallery, for example, not more 
than around one megabyte (1mb) per image is preferable. Just email them as 
attachments to ian@dumfriesandgallowayfineartsociety.org.uk with the 
address of your own website if you have one.

A word of warning: beware of  emails offering to include your art in some 
supposedly prestigious publication for a fee (sometimes quite substantial). The 
publication probably does not exist. Such scams usually give themselves away 
by mistakes in grammar and spelling.

Incidentally, do make use of the Noticeboard feature on our website. You 
can promote your own activities and exhibitions there, and find creative 
opportunities, and more. 
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In my short time as a member of 
DAGFAS I’ve found many benefits of 
membership of the society; the access 
to demonstrations and workshops, the 
opportunities to be inspired by the 
work of fellow art enthusiasts and the 
companionship of like-minded people. 
However, it’s not always possible to 
attend these events, due to work or other 
commitments and I’ve recently started to 
explore the virtual world of art. 

This virtual world is huge, yet not 
all sites are created equal and it can 
be difficult to find truly interesting sites that reflect what’s happening in 
Scotland. I was delighted to find a link to “The best Scottish websites”  
featuring Scottish art in its broadest sense, from visual art, literature, film, 
theatre and music through to food and fashion.

Thirty Scottish sites are listed and whilst you may disagree with inclusions 
or omissions the compilers have focused on unique sites that are up-to-date 
and maintained by passionate amateurs. 

I particularly enjoyed Hi-Arts (hi-arts.co.uk) and Clear-Minded Creative 
(clearmindedcreative.com). 

So, if you’re looking for inspiration as we head into the end of summer 
and in between DAGFAS events, give the list a look, I’m sure you’ll find 
something thought provoking.

Looking for inspiration? 
You might find some 
in the virtual world,
says Alex Little
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Winter programme 2015-16
Demonstrations and workshops
The winter programme of demonstrations and workshops will be held at 
Gracefield Arts Centre, room 2, on Fridays. Booking is not required for the 
demonstrations but pre booking is necessary for the follow-up workshops 
using the form provided. 

October
 
Sarah Keast: Collagraph and monoprinting

Demonstration  9th October  11.30-12.45    
Workshop  23rd October  10.00-4.00   

Sarah Keast is a printmaker who works in mixed media and sculpture and has 
exhibited with Spring Fling and with galleries in Scotland.  Her work focuses 
on the relationship between place, the written word and inner emotional 
responses, often combining the ideas from poems or collaborating with writers 
in the development of work.  In February 2015 she undertook a residency for 
one month in a shepherd’s hut on Iona on the edge of the Atlantic. She will 
talk about this and how it has affected her printmaking and creative process.  
One of the main outcomes was the urge to move away from editions of images 
and into one-off spontaneous mark making.  Members will be able to see 
printing block production and a demonstration of printing technique

Workshop: Participants will be able to explore collagraph and monoprinting 
techniques.  Participants need to bring sketchbooks of ideas or images that 
interest them or that they have been working on, and any flat textured objects 
or items such as embossed papers, dried leaves etc. which would go through 
a printing press, thin plastic, natural objects or textiles (nothing too thick or 
raised).  Participants should wear old clothes and bring an apron, as the inks 
are messy.  Disposable gloves will be provided. A small charge will be made 
for printing paper. 
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November 

William Neal:  Iridescent passages – an 
enamellist’s approach to lyrical abstraction  
              
Demonstration 13th November 11.30-12.45  
Workshop        27th November 10.00-4.00

A professional artist, William Neal will outline his approach to painting, 
drawing upon his research with non-figurative concepts, figurative work, 
recent exhibitions, and his three years as studio assistant with the late Stefan 
Knapp (1921-1996). William’s very individual technique has evolved over 
some 50 years.  It is complex, involving much thought, preparation and 
consideration, and a combination of looseness 
and extreme attention to detail. 

He will demonstrate using water-based 
media on supports which he makes himself. 
Members will see samples of supports as well 
as examples of finished and unfinished work.  
William recommends that members look at 
Stefan Knapp’s work on the internet prior to 
the demonstration. 

Workshop: We will explore some of William’s methods. Work will be on 
tables not easels. Be prepared to get quite messy - bring disposable gloves 
and wear old clothes. A little spray work will be involved so bring paper face 
masks if allergic. 

Bring iridescent acrylic paint & acrylic paint, an assortment of old plastic 
credit cards/painting knives, hair dryer, small spray bottle, sandpaper, cotton 
buds, newspaper, small empty plastic milk containers with tops, plastic cups. 
Additionally, some primed or unprimed board or 5mm MDF at least 24" x 24" 
the larger the better, all on a square format.

Moonlit Dunes - watercolour by William Neal
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January 

Ewan McClure: Portraits – “To blur, or not to blur, 
that is the question”

Demonstration  15th January 11.30-12.45
Workshop  29th January 10.00-4.00

Professional artist Ewan McClure takes part in our winter programme 
again, this time with a focus on portraiture and, 
in particular, “to blur, or not to blur, that is the 
question”. With a portrait demonstration we 
will examine the effect of hard and soft focus in 
portraiture. We will pay particular attention to the 
importance of edges, and how they can be varied to 
achieve realistic, three dimensional results.

Workshop: for the follow-up workshop, attendees 
should bring all of their preferred painting 
materials (acrylics or oils). 

February 

Jennie Ashmore: Leafworks

Demonstration  12th February 11.30-12.45  
Workshop 26th February 10.00-4.00 

Jennie Ashmore has exhibited with Spring Fling and with galleries in the 
region.  Her Leafworks are original collages of leaves and flowers created 
using materials found in woodlands and gardens.  During the presentation, 

Jennie will talk about Leafworks and their origin, using a wide range of visual 
materials and information to show the creative journey she has taken, both in 
her studio and in the environment. 

Ewan McClure
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Workshop: the workshop will cover all the aspects of collecting, pressing 
and storing leaves and flowers. Jennie will demonstrate how she creates 
Leafworks and will provide information regarding the process. She will 
provide all materials, including dried materials although attendees are 
welcome to bring their own if 
they wish. Attendees should 
bring a small cutting mat and a 
scalpel or Stanley knife.  

March

Patti Lean: Members’ art appreciation session

11th March 11.30-12.45  

No booking necessary – please just come along

Patti Lean is an art historian, painter and tutor.  She is extremely well 
qualified and as well as being a professional artist and is a lecturer at the 
University of Cumbria.   She has exhibited throughout the region and in 
Edinburgh.  Members are invited to bring along examples of their work to 
this session for consideration and constructive criticism by Patti.  

An example of Jennie’s Leafwork, inspired by Threave Gardens
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WINTER PROGRAMME 2015/16 

Workshop booking form

(NB there is no need to book for the presentation – only the workshop

23rd October     Sarah Keast  £25.00

27th November  William Neal £20.00

29th January       Ewan McClure  £20.00?

26th  February    Jennie Ashmore £20.00

NAME ................................................................................................................

Email for confirmation ......................................................................................

Telephone ..........................................................................................................

I enclose a cheque/s, payable to DGFAS, for a total of ....................................

Please indicate which workshop(s) you wish to attend and send a separate cheque 
for each event along with the completed form to:

Martine Berlemont
Kilravoch
Closeburn
Thornhill
Dumfriesshire
DG3 5JD

Email: info@martine-berlemont.co.uk Tel 01848 331282
 
If you require a receipt, please enclose an SAE.  Confirmation will only be sent by 
email. 
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Council Members
President

Hazel Campbell
Lochdougan House, Kelton, Castle Douglas, DG7 1SX

01556 680 214  hazel@painting-for-pleasure.co.uk

Chairman
Fiona Robertson

Hawthornbank, Bankend Road, Dumfries, DG1 4QS
01387 257 664  fionarobertson@hotmail.com

Secretary
Carol Reece

4 Maxwell Park,Dalbeattie, DG6 4LS
01556 612 464  carolreece1@btinternet.com

Treasurer and Membership Secretary
Chris Otty

25, Ardwell Road, Dumfries, DG1 4DF
01387 252 649  chrisotty@hotmail.com

Exhibitions Co-ordinator
Kathleen Woods

20 Davie Gill Park, Thornhill, DG3 5AH
01848 252 649  kathleen@woodsart.co.uk

Website and magazine
Ian Irving

Woodlea, Corsock, DG7 3DN
01644 440 276  ian@dumfriesandgallowayfineartsociety.org.uk

Members
Martine Berlemont, Muriel Collins, Alan Hawker, David Rose
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Last-page laugh

With thanks to Richard Whiting

Opening our annual show at Gracefield, Amanda Herries urged members to join 
Dumfries and Galloway Unlimited. For those unfamiliar with this organisation, it 
is “an independent charity with hundreds of members and supporters across the 
region, from every area of arts and cultural activity and interest...We champion 
the arts and creativity in Dumfries and Galloway at a regional, national and 
international level. DGU also helps members with advice, support and other 
opportunities...We also work closely with key organisations such as Creative 
Scotland and Dumfries and Galloway Council on issues like strategy and funding.”
 
Membership is free to anyone with an interest in the creative arts - there is an 
application form on the website: www.dgunlimited.com. The website is also a 
gateway to a Cultural Map of Dumfries and Galloway: “a who’s who and what’s 
where of creative people and places.”

Introducing...
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